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mission

vision

PURPOSE

 The mission of Ridgef ield Christian School is to provide 
a Christ-centered education guiding students into the 
knowledge of God, the development of Christian character, 
and academic excellence anchored in a biblical worldview.

Our  vision is to be the premier Christian school choice 
in Northeast Arkansas known for our purposeful 

discipleship of students, high-quality  academic 
programs, competitive athletics, thriving f ine arts 

programs, and accessibility to families regardless of 
f inancial or academic need.

Our aim is to equip minds and shape 
hearts for a Christ-centered life.

who we are
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typeface
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Medium Text Solid

Bold

Aa Bb
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PRIMARY COLORS

RCS GOLD RCS GREEN

#2a4f43#DDB940

RGB: 42 79 67
CMYK: 80 47 69 41

SW 6468 Hunt Club

Spot color print: standard chrome 
green

Elite Apparel thread 5326

RGB: 221 186 63
CMYK:15 24 89 0

SW 6690 Gambol Gold

Spot color print: PMS 110 (Coated)
Elite Apparel thread 0542
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Colors

PRIMARY COLORS accent COLORS COMPLiMENTARY

#FFFFF

RGB: 255 255 255
CMYK: 0 0 0 0

#2D3142

RGB: 45 49 66
CMYK: 81 73 50 49

#2D3142#2a4f43#CFAB4E

RGB: 0 0 0
CMYK: 0 0 0 100

RGB: 42 79 67
CMYK: 80 47 69 41

SW 6468 Hunt Club

RGB: 209 172 77
CMYK: 20 30 83 0

SW 6698 Kingdom Gold
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Standard School Logos

LOGO

The standard school logo includes the warrior welmet and school name divided by a 
line. Both the horizontal and vertical logos are primary logos and should be used in most 
instances. Always use the logo f iles provided, do not recreate. 

EB Garamond Medium
25 pt tracking

Acier
0 pt tracking

horizontal

vertical

helmet
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Internal School Logos
The main purpose and usage is: athletics, spirit wear, interior signs, marketing related 
items. The school logos are for internal use only unless approved by administration. 

LOGO
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Color Variations

LOGO

The following logos use various combinations of primary and accent colors as well as 
single color formats. The following logos are to be used only when format dictates. 

VERTICAL horizontal
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LOGO FORMAT REFERENCE
The following format def initions are to be used when providing artwork to vendors or printers for apparel, signs, projects, etc. Using these 
standarized format names will facilitate consistency across departments and vendors. All logos can be provided as vector or bitmap f iles, including 
EPS, PDF, TIF, or native Adobe.
01-standard-horizontal 21-Warriors-vertical-green16-Warriors-horiz-white_dk11-std-horiz-gold-white_dark06-vertical-initials-sans

02-standard-vertical 22-Warriors-vertical-gold17-standard-vertical-black12-Warriors-horizontal-gold07-standard-horiz-green

03-Warriors-vertical 23-standard-vert-gold-white_dk18-standard-vertical-green13-Warriors-horizontal-black08-standard-horiz-black

04-Warriors-horizontal 24-standard-vertical-white_dk19-standard-vertical-gold14-Warriors-horizontal-green09-standard-horiz-gold

05-vertical-initials-serif

25-initials-badge1-white_dk

27-badge2-white_dk

26-badge1-black_gold

28-badge2-green_gold

20-Warriors-vertical-black15-Warriors-horiz-gold-white_dk10-standard-horiz-white_dark
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welcoming

honest

faithful

empowering

The tone of the Ridgef ield brand is welcoming, honest, faithful, and empowering as it seeks to align 
with the school’s values in its entirety. Taking principles from the Bible as well as the paradigm, 
RCS seeks to advance the student in mind, body, and spirit. 

The RCS brand is bright with high ideals and inviting values. 

The RCS brand seeks to be a guiding light to truth and integrity.
The RCS brand empowers students to priorize academic excellence, 

personal integrity, and spiritual growth through a 
Christ-centered worldview.

The RCS brand encourages all who are touched by its reach to not 
only cultivate and develop a relationship with others but to grow in 

their personal relationship with Jesus Christ.

BRAND VALUES
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additional marketing Items
Attire
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